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Overview of Developments

This Alert provides an overview of recent 
regulatory developments involving mutual fund 
sales practices and directed brokerage and revenue 
sharing arrangements.  

Mutual fund companies engage in revenue sharing 
primarily as a means to compensate broker-
dealers for selling fund shares.  Under this 
practice, also referred to as “pay-to-play,” a 
fund’s affiliates (typically its adviser) make 
payments to a broker-dealer in exchange for some 
type of preferential marketing treatment.  Often 
this preferential treatment includes varying 
degrees of access to the broker-dealer and its sales 
force in order to educate and encourage them to 
sell the fund’s products over those of the fund’s 
competitors.

Revenue sharing payments may include hard 
and/or soft dollars.  The payments may include 
up-front hard dollars earmarked for special 
events, including sales conferences and training 
seminars, hosted by a brokerage firm.  In 
addition, the revenue sharing payments may 
include directed brokerage or soft dollar 
arrangements pursuant to which broker-dealers 
may require the fund company to direct certain 
minimum amounts of fund brokerage to them.  
The amounts involved could be significant.

The Securities and Exchange Commission (the 
“SEC”) has expressed the concern that 
distribution-related arrangements may give 
broker-dealers heightened incentives to market 
shares of particular funds, or fund classes, which 
may give rise to “preferred lists” or other 
incentives. The SEC believes that such incentives 
create conflicts between the broker-dealers’ 
financial interests, and their duties to their 
customers.1

In November, 2003, the SEC and the National 
Association of Securities Dealers, Inc. (“NASD”) 
each announced that they had sanctioned Morgan 
Stanley DW, Inc. (“Morgan Stanley”) for allegedly 
giving preferential treatment to certain mutual 
fund companies in exchange for brokerage 
commissions and other payments (the “SEC 
Order” and the “NASD Consent” respectively 
and, collectively, the “Settlements”).2  This extra 
compensation included millions of dollars in 
commissions paid to Morgan Stanley on trades it 
executed for the mutual fund companies.  

According to the SEC and NASD actions, these 
payments were made in violation of Section 
17(a)(2) and Rule 10b-10 under the Securities Act 
of 1933, and NASD Conduct Rule 2830 (“Rule 
2830”).  Section 17(a)(2) prohibits the making of 
any material misleading statements or omissions 
in the offer and sale of securities, and Rule 10b-
10 requires broker-dealers to disclose the source 
and amount of any remuneration received from 
third parties in connection with a securities 
transaction.  Rule 2830 prohibits, among other 
practices, NASD members from favoring the sale 
of mutual fund shares based on the receipt of 
brokerage commissions.  Under the terms of the 
Settlements, Morgan Stanley agreed to pay $50 
million in civil penalties and surrendered profits, 
and to make certain changes to its mutual fund 
sales practices.

The NASD has also proposed an amendment to 
Rule 2830 which would require members to 
provide additional disclosures regarding 
compensation arrangements used in connection 
with the sale of mutual fund shares (the “NASD 
Proposal”).3

The Morgan Stanley Settlements

Morgan Stanley’s alleged violations arose out of 
two distinct firm-wide sales practices that Morgan 
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Stanley allegedly failed to disclose adequately.  
The first relates to Morgan Stanley’s “Partners 
Program” and its predecessor program, in which a 
select group of mutual fund complexes paid 
Morgan Stanley substantial fees for preferred 
marketing of their funds (the “Partners 
Program”).  The Partners Program also provided 
incentives for the Morgan Stanley sales force to 
recommend the purchase of shares in certain 
“preferred” funds.  Morgan Stanley paid 
increased compensation to individual registered 
representatives and branch managers on sales of 
those funds’ shares. The fund complexes paid 
these fees required for inclusion in the Partners 
Program either in cash, in the form of portfolio 
brokerage commissions, or in a combination of 
the two.

Secondly, in connection with its recommendation 
to customers to purchase certain Class B shares, 
Morgan Stanley allegedly did not adequately 
inform customers at the point of sale that large 
purchases ($100,000 or greater) of Class B shares 
of certain of its proprietary mutual funds were 
subject to higher fees. Significantly, Morgan 
Stanley also allegedly failed to explain to 
customers that those fees could have a negative 
impact on customers’ investment returns. As with 
the sales of funds in the “preferred” programs, 
Morgan Stanley’s sales force stood to earn more 
on sales of Class B shares of its proprietary funds 
than on sales of Class A shares.

The SEC Order found that this conduct violated 
Section 17(a)(2) of the Securities Act of 1933 and 
Rule 10b-10 under the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934 (“Exchange Act”). Section 17(a)(2) prohibits 
the making of material misleading statements or 
omissions in the offer and sale of securities. Rule 
10b-10 requires broker dealers to disclose the 
source and amount of any remuneration received 
from third parties in connection with a securities 
transaction.

The same allegations formed the basis for the 
NASD Consent, which found that Morgan 
Stanley’s conduct also violated NASD Conduct 
Rule 2830(k) by virtue of the brokerage 
commission arrangements that involved the use of 
trading commissions to generate payments for 
participation the Partners Program. Rule 2830(k) 
provides, in pertinent part that:

(1)  No member shall, directly or indirectly, favor 
or disfavor the sale or distribution of shares of 
any particular investment company or group of 
investment companies on the basis of brokerage 
commissions received or expected by such 
member from any source, including such 
investment company, or any covered account...

(3) No member shall … request or arrange for the 
direction to any member of a specific amount or 
percentage of brokerage commissions conditioned 

upon that member’s sale or promise of sales of 
shares of an investment company...

(6) No member shall, … (A) provide to salesmen, 
branch managers or other sales personnel any 
incentive or additional compensation for the sale 
of shares of specific investment companies based 
on the amount of brokerage commissions received 
or expected from any source; … (B) recommend 
specific investment companies to sales personnel, 
or establish “recommended,” “selected,” or 
“preferred” lists of investment companies…, if 
such companies are recommended or selected on 
the basis of brokerage commissions received or 
expected from any source; [or] (C)  grant to 
salesmen, branch managers or other sales 
personnel any participation in brokerage 
commissions received by such member from 
portfolio transactions of an investment company 
whose shares are sold by such member, ... if such 
commissions are directed by, or identified with, 
such investment company….

In addition to paying $50 million in civil penalties 
and forfeited profit, Morgan Stanley has 
undertaken to, among other things, (1) place on 
its website disclosures regarding the Partners 
Program; (2) provide customers with a disclosure 
document that will disclose, among other things, 
specific information concerning the Partners 
Program, and the differences in fees and expenses 
connected with the purchase of different mutual 
fund share classes; (3) for those customers that 
bought certain Class B shares in amounts of 
$100,000 or more, offer to convert those 
customers’ Class B shares to A shares; (4) retain 
an independent consultant to conduct a review of, 
and to provide recommendations concerning, 
Morgan Stanley’s disclosures, policies and 
procedures and its plan to offer to convert Class B 
shares to A shares; and (5) adopt the 
recommendations of the independent consultant.

Proposed Amendments to NASD Conduct Rule 
2830

NASD Conduct Rule 2830 expressly prohibits 
members from directly or indirectly favoring or 
disfavoring the sale of shares of any investment 
company on the basis of brokerage commissions 
received or expected by that member from any 
source.  Under Rule 2830, a member cannot seek 
brokerage commissions from an investment 
company as a condition to the sale or distribution 
of the investment company’s securities.  This 
would include exchanging prominent placement 
of an investment company on a member firm’s 
website or in the firm’s marketing materials (e.g., 
inclusion on so-called “preferred” or “select” lists 
of funds).

In Notice to Members 03-54 (September 2003), 
the NASD requested comment on proposed rules 
to require member firms to disclose certain 
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information about revenue sharing and differential 
compensation to customers at account opening or, 
if no account is established, at the time the 
customer first purchases shares of a fund.4 Under 
the NASD Proposal, the NASD would require 
additional disclosures regarding the following 
types of arrangements:

Revenue Sharing Arrangements – arrangements 
where a third party associated with an investment 
company, typically the investment adviser, agrees 
to pay cash compensation5 to an NASD member 
for inclusion in sales programs such as payments 
for “shelf space” or inclusion on “select/
preferred” lists with respect to distribution of the 
investment company’s shares; and

Differential Cash Compensation Arrangements – 
arrangements typically occurring where an NASD 
member provides higher payouts to its registered 
representatives for the sale of certain investment 
company products, such as its own proprietary 
investment companies.

Rule 2830(l)(4) would be revised to require that 
any member that within the previous twelve 
months has received cash compensation from an 
investment company offeror, which Rule 
2830(b)(1)(E) defines as an investment company, 
an adviser to an investment company, a fund 
administrator, an underwriter and any affiliated 
person of such entities (“Offerors”), or that uses 
differential cash compensation in compensating its 
associated persons, must disclose:

•    That the investment company’s prospectus 
and statement of additional information provide 
information regarding how the investment 
company selects brokers;

•    If applicable, that the member receives cash 
payments from Offerors other than sales charges 
(including 12b-1 fees) and service fees disclosed in 
the fee table included in the investment company’s 
prospectus;

•    The identity of any Offerors from which 
payments have been received; 

•    That associated persons receive different rates 
of compensation depending upon which 
investment company shares are purchased by a 
customer (if applicable); and

•    A website or toll-free telephone number that a 
customer may use to obtain updated 
compensation information.

Under the NASD Proposal, the required 
disclosures would be updated on a semi-annual 
basis and made in writing to new customers either 
(1) at the time the customer establishes an account 
with the member or the member’s clearing broker, 

or (2) if no account is established, at the time the 
customer first purchases investment company 
shares. Existing account holders would have to be 
provided with the required disclosures at the later 
of 90 days after the NASD Proposal takes effect 
or at the time the customer first purchases 
investment company shares after such date.

SEC Developments 

In addition to the actions related to Morgan 
Stanley, the SEC’s Division of Enforcement has 
investigated several other large broker-dealers and 
mutual funds that engage in revenue-sharing 
practices.  According to the SEC, in its recent 
sweep examination about half of the 15 broker-
dealers examined did not disclose their acceptance 
of revenue-sharing payments. Among other things, 
the SEC has noted that these disclosure failures 
may constitute violations of Exchange Act Rule 
10b-10, as was alleged with respect to Morgan 
Stanley.  However, the SEC staff has noted that 
Rule 10b-10 does not specifically require broker-
dealers to include information in confirmations 
about revenue sharing and other sales incentives 
that may cause conflicts of interest for them. 

In response to these investigations, as well as its 
concerns about the adequacy of current disclosure 
practices, the SEC has proposed two new rules 
and rule amendments intended to improve 
investor access to information about the costs and 
conflicts of interest--including conflicts created by 
incentive payments--that arise from the 
distribution of mutual fund shares (the “SEC 
Proposals”).6  The enhanced disclosure 
requirements contained in the SEC Proposals are 
inconsistent with the 1979 no action letter granted 
to the Investment Company Institute regarding 
confirmation disclosure of mutual fund sales loads 
and related fees.7  Accordingly, the SEC intends to 
withdraw that letter.

The enhanced disclosure requirements included in 
the SEC Proposals would apply to transactions by 
broker-dealers and municipal securities dealers 
involving “covered securities.”  As proposed, 
covered securities would include (i) any securities 
issued by an open-end company (i.e., a mutual 
fund) not listed on an exchange, (ii) any security 
issued by a unit investment trust not listed on an 
exchange and (iii) any municipal fund security.  
Importantly, the preliminary note to Proposed 
Rule 15c2-2 would state that the confirmation 
disclosure requirements are not determinative of, 
and do not exhaust, a broker’s, dealer’s or 
municipal securities dealer’s disclosure obligations 
under the anti-fraud provisions of the federal 
securities or under any other legal requirements.8
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Confirmation Disclosure Rule – Proposed Rule 
15c2-2 (the “Confirmation Rule”), under the 
Exchange Act, would require broker-dealers to 
provide substantial disclosures regarding costs, 
fees and potential conflicts to their customers 
in writing either at or before the completion of 
a transaction.  The disclosure requirements of 
Proposed Rule 15c2-2 in large part are based on 
existing Rule 10b-10 with modifications to alert 
customers to targeted information about costs and 
potential conflicts.  

Proposed Schedule 15C would establish the 
format for disclosing the required information 
to investors. Much of the form would be 
standardized.  The SEC, however, proposes to 
allow broker-dealers to tailor the form to their 
particular needs, provided: (i) all information 
specified in Schedule 15C is set forth; (ii) the 
substantive information regarding fees and 
conflicts is included with no change, including 
the use of bold print for data items printed in 
bold, and in the order set forth in Schedule 15C; 
and (iii) the general identifying information 
is displayed prominently.  As proposed, the 
Confirmation Rule would require the following 
disclosures: 

1. General Disclosures

• The transaction date, issuer’s identity and 
security class. 

• The net asset value of the shares or units and 
(if different) their public offering price.

• The share amount purchased or sold and the 
total dollar amount paid or received, and the 
net amount of the investment bought or sold 
in the transaction.9

• Any commission, markup or other 
remuneration received by the broker-dealer 
from the customer.

• The amount of any deferred sales loads 
incurred by the customer in a sales 
transaction.

• Where applicable, that the broker-dealer 
is not a member of Securities Investor 
Protection Corporation.   

2. Cost Disclosures

• Any sales load amounts that the customer 
has or will incur at the time of purchase 
expressed both in dollars and as a percentage 
of the net amount invested.

• Information regarding breakpoint discounts 
and sales loads.

• For transactions involving a share class 
without a front-end sales load, information 
regarding the amount the sales load would 

have been had a different share class been 
purchased (i.e., a share class with a front-end 
load).

• Any deferred sales loads on a year-by-
year basis for as long as the deferred load 
may remain in effect expressed both as a 
percentage of net assets and in dollars.

• Any asset-based sales charges and service 
fees paid in connection with the customer’s 
purchase; these charges would be expressed 
as a percentage of net assets and as an 
estimate of the total annual amount of asset-
based charges that would be paid if the fund’s 
net asset value remained unchanged.

3. Sales Fees Disclosure

• Any dealer concession that the broker-dealer 
earns in connection with the transactions 
expressed in dollars and as a percentage of 
the net amount invested.

4. Revenue Sharing/Portfolio Brokerage 
Disclosures

• Any revenue sharing payments received from 
persons within the fund complex by (i) the 
broker-dealer; (ii) any associated person 
that is a broker-dealer; and (iii) any other 
associated person in the case of a covered 
security that is not a proprietary security.

• Any commissions, including riskless principal 
compensation, associated with portfolio 
securities transactions on behalf of the issuer 
of the covered securities or other covered 
securities within the fund complex.

Those amounts would be disclosed as a 
percentage of the total net asset value represented 
by the broker-dealer’s (including associated 
persons) total sales of covered securities (as 
measured by cumulative net asset value) on 
behalf of the fund complex over the four most 
recent calendar quarters, updated each calendar 
quarter. The required disclosure also would set 
forth the total dollar amount of revenue sharing 
or portfolio brokerage commissions that the 
broker-dealer expects to receive in connection 
with the transaction, calculated by multiplying 
that percentage by the net amount invested in the 
transaction. 

5. Differential Compensation

• Any differential compensation paid to 
associated persons with respect to: (i) covered 
securities that carry a deferred sales load; and 
(ii) shares of “proprietary covered securities” 
that are issued by an affiliate of the broker, 
dealer or municipal securities dealer. 
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6. Comparison Range Disclosures

In an effort to give investors additional context 
for evaluating the significance of certain required 
disclosures, the Confirmation Rule would also 
require brokers-dealers to provide comparative 
information about sales loads, asset-based 
sales charges and service fees, revenue sharing 
and portfolio brokerage commissions.  As 
proposed, broker-dealers would be required to 
disclose information about where a transactions 
costs and payments fall in comparison to the 
median and ranges in the marketplace.  These 
disclosures would be based upon medians and 
comparison ranges published by the SEC from 
time to time in the Federal Register.  The SEC 
envisions publishing such data in percentage 
form and requiring broker-dealers to update 
median and percentage range information on their 
confirmations within 90 days of their publication.

Periodic Disclosure Alternative & Multiple 
Firm Transactions. The Confirmation Rule 
permits broker-dealers to disclose the required 
information periodically, rather than transaction-
by-transaction, in certain limited circumstances 
involving transactions in a “covered securities 
plan” or in no-load open-end money market 
funds.  Covered securities plans would include 
any plan for direct purchase or sale of a covered 
security pursuant to certain retirement or pension 
plans or other agreements or arrangements 
(“Covered Securities Plans”).  This definition 
would encompass arrangements for automatic 
reinvestment of dividends or other distributions 
paid by the issuer of a covered security. The 
periodic disclosure alternative would require 
broker-dealers to provide quarterly disclosure for 
transactions involving covered securities plans, 
and monthly disclosure for money market fund 
transactions subject to the periodic disclosure 
alternative.  

Broker-dealers opting to provide periodic 
disclosures would have to provide customers with 
prior written notification.  Moreover, the broker-
dealer would be required to provide the customer 
with at least one written disclosure document 
consistent with the standard disclosure at the time 
of each purchase of a particular security.

The Confirmation Rule would apply to every 
broker-dealer that effects a transaction in a 
covered security, including transactions effected by 
more than one broker-dealer.  As is the case today, 
however, customers whose transactions have been 
effected in the context of an introducing-clearing 
arrangement may receive a single confirmation if 
the two broker-dealers have entered into a written 
agreement — disclosed to the customer — that 
determines the responsibilities of each, including 
the responsibility to provide confirmations to 

customers.  In such cases, the single confirmation 
would need to separately disclose the sales fees, 
revenue sharing payments and portfolio brokerage 
commissions earned by each broker-dealer 
involved in the transaction.

Point of Sale Disclosures.  Proposed Rule 15c2-3 
(the “Point of Sale Rule”) under the Exchange 
Act would require broker-dealers to provide 
prospective investors with a specific document 
(or to read that document to investors over the 
telephone) prior to the individual’s purchase of 
mutual fund shares or other securities subject 
to the rule (e.g., unit investment trust shares).  
Orders made prior to the required disclosure must 
be inserted as an indication of interest until after 
the point of sale information is disclosed and the 
customers have been informed that they have the 
right to terminate any order following disclosure 
of the information.

The Point of Sale Rule would require broker-
dealers to deliver quantitative information about 
distribution-related costs that the investor may 
bear, and any dealer concessions that the broker-
dealer may expect to receive in connection with 
the transaction.  This information would be 
combined with qualitative information about 
practices that lead to conflicts of interest in 
connection with the transaction. 

The disclosures would include information about 
the distribution-related costs that the customer 
would be expected to incur in connection with the 
transaction, with separate disclosure about: 

• The amount of sales loads that would be 
incurred at the time of purchase. 

• The estimated asset-based sales charges and 
asset-based service fees paid out of fund 
assets in the year following the purchase if 
net asset value remained unchanged. 

• The maximum amount of any deferred 
sales load that would be associated with 
the purchase if those shares are sold within 
one year (other than deferred sales loads of 
no more than one percent that expire no 
later than one year after purchase, when no 
other sales load would be incurred on that 
transaction) along with a statement disclosing 
how many years a deferred sales load may be 
in effect.

• The dealer concession or other sales fees it 
would expect to receive in connection with 
the transaction. Those amounts would be 
disclosed by reference to the value of the 
purchase, or, if that value is not reasonably 
estimable at the time of the disclosure, by 
reference to a model investment of $10,000. 
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The point-of-sale disclosure document would 
also require disclosure of qualitative “yes or no” 
information regarding whether the broker-dealer 
receives revenue sharing or portfolio brokerage 
commissions from the fund complex, and whether 
the broker-dealer pays differential compensation 
in connection with transactions in the covered 
security, if the covered security charges a deferred 
sales load or is a proprietary covered security.

Similar to Schedule 15C under the Confirmation 
Rule, the SEC has proposed Schedule 15D 
which would govern the format for the required 
disclosures under the Point of Sale Rule.  

Recordkeeping Requirements.  The Point of Sale 
Rule would require brokers-dealers to make 
records, at the time they disclose required 
information, of communications and their 
disclosure sufficient to demonstrate compliance 
with the Rule’s delivery requirements (i.e., 
disclosure provided prior to consummation of the 
sale). Broker-dealers would have to preserve those 
records for a period of not less than three years, 
the first two years in an easily accessible place 
in accordance with Exchange Act Rule 17a-4(b).  
In the case of disclosure solely by means of oral 
communications, this provision would require 
the broker, dealer or municipal securities dealer 
to have compliance procedures in place that are 
adequate to demonstrate that it provided the 
required disclosure.

Exceptions and Exemptions. The Confirmation 
Rule would allow the SEC to exempt any broker-
dealer from the Rule’s requirements with regard 
to specific transactions or specific classes of 
transactions for which the dealer-dealer would 
provide alternative procedures to effect the 
purposes of the Rule; any such exemption would 
be subject to compliance with such alternative 
procedures and upon such other stated terms and 
conditions as the SEC may impose.  In addition, 
the proposed Point of Sale Rule specifically 
excepts several types of transactions. These 
transaction include:

• Transactions resulting from orders placed 
via U.S. mail, messenger delivery or a 
similar third-party delivery service would 
be excepted where (i) the broker-dealer is 
not compensated for effecting transactions 
for customers that do not have accounts 
with that broker-dealer; and (ii) the broker-
dealer has, within the prior six months, 
provided the customer with a statement of 
the maximum potential size of sales loads 
and asset-based sales charges and service 
fees associated with covered securities sold 
by that broker-dealer, as well as statements 
about whether the broker-dealer receives 
revenue sharing payments (including portfolio 

brokerage commissions) or pays differential 
compensation.

• Transactions by a clearing broker-dealer, or a 
fund’s primary distributor, where the clearing 
broker-dealer or the primary distributor 
did not communicate with the customer 
about the transaction other than to accept 
the customer’s order, and if that clearing 
or distributing firm reasonably believed 
that another broker, dealer or municipal 
securities dealer (such as an introducing firm 
or a selling firm) has delivered the required 
information.

• Transactions effected as part of a Covered 
Securities Plan would be excepted, provided 
that the broker-dealer provides disclosure 
consistent with the Point of Sale Rule prior to 
the first purchase of any covered security as 
part of the plan. 

• Transactions involving reinvestments of 
dividends earned. 

• Transactions in which the broker-dealer 
exercises investment discretion.

Conforming Amendments to Existing Rules. The 
SEC proposes that the Confirmation Rule, if 
adopted, would govern confirmation disclosure 
of purchases and sales in investment company 
securities, and would amend Rule 10b-10 to 
exclude securities covered under the Confirmation 
Rule from the application of Rule 10b-10.

The SEC Proposal also included proposed 
amendments to Form N1-A, the mutual fund 
registration form, consistent with the confirmation 
disclosure proposals.  Included in the amendment, 
the proposal would amend the prospectus fee 
table to require sales loads to be shown as a 
percentage of net asset value rather than offering 
price.  Also, it would require the prospectus to 
disclose the fact that revenue-sharing payments 
are made, if that is the case, and would direct 
investors to the disclosure about such payments 
required by the Confirmation Rule and the Point 
of Sale Rule.

Notes

1. See NASD Notice to Members 03-54 (September 2003) 
<http://www.nasdr.com/pdf-text/0354ntm.pdf>.
2. Securities Act of 1933 Release No. 8339; Securities and 
Exchange Act of 1934 Release No. 48789 (November 17, 
2003) <http://www.sec.gov/rules/proposed/33-8358.htm>.  
NASD Letter of Acceptance, Waiver and Consent No. 
CAF030060.
3. See NASD Notice to Members 03-54 (September 2003). 
4. See NASD Notice to Members 03-54 (September 2003).
5. The NASD Proposal would revise definition of “cash 
compensation” to include any cash payment received as 
a condition for inclusion of the investment company on a 
preferred or select sales list; in any other sales program; or as 
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Notes (cont.)
an expense reimbursement.
6. Release Nos. 33-8358; 34-49148; IC-26341 (January 29, 2004) (the “Release”).
7. See Letter regarding Investment Company Institute (March 19, 1979, available April 18, 1979) (provided that a customer has 
received a current prospectus applicable to the security that disclosed the precise amount of the sales load or other charges, or 
a formula that would enable the customer to calculate the precise amount of those fees, the SEC staff would raise no objection 
if a customer’s confirmation of a security registered under the Securities Act and issued by a registered open-end management 
investment company did not disclose the sales load or any other charges connected with the transaction).
8. Significantly, the SEC takes the position in the Release that even where a confirmation rule specifically addresses a particular 
practice, a broker-dealer could provide enough disclosure to satisfy that rule, but nonetheless violate the antifraud provisions 
of the securities laws through its omission of material information to its customer in a particular transaction or under particular 
arrangements. This is in contrast to the conclusion reached by the Second Circuit with respect to Rule 10b-10 in Press v. Quick & 
Reilly, Inc., 218 F.3d 121 (2d Cir. 2000).
9. This is different from dealer concessions and sales fees, and is equal to the number of shares or units bought or sold multiplied 
by the NAV of the shares/units.
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